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Naughty or Nice?

December Calendar
First Reconciliation
12/5
Honor Roll Breakfast, 8:15
Secret Santa Shop,

Monday, Dec. 18 @ 6 PM, Parish Center
Presented by Grades 3 – 8

12/6
12/6-8

& Shepherds, Sheep, and a Savior

Christmas Concert
Grades 3 – 8

12/18

PK – K

12/19

Dress Down Day, $1
Christmas Break,

Tuesday, Dec. 19 @ 6:15 PM, Parish Center
Presented by Pre-K – Grade 2

12/22
12/25 – 1/2

Donations to support the music department will be collected at the door
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Congratulations November Students of the Month
Kindergarten: Stella Poore, Nathan Pacheco; Grade 1: Antoni Jamro; Grade 2: Isabella
Troost - Cramer, Jaden Fox; Grade 3: Gabriel Jamro; Grade 4: Lucas Pacheco; Grade 5:
Cassie Letendre.

StuCo: Thank-You Veterans
In honor of Veteran's Day,
the Student Council asked
the OLMC school
community to make cards
for our veterans. The students
were very excited to participate in the
activity. The cards included hand drawn
pictures, poems and thank you letters. The
cards were distributed at the RI Veteran's
Home in Bristol.

Mrs. Janet Maloney

PRINCIPAL
Dear Parents,

Corn

The Student Council is also leading the
Feinstein Food Challenge at OLMC.
Please bring in non-perishable
food items between Dec. 1 –
21. All items will be donated to
the East Bay Food Pantry.

Even in my fourth year as principal of Our Lady of Mount
Carmel School, the best part of my day continues to be when I am
among the students. They fill me with joy and energy; whether it is at
arrival as they approach a new day full of excitement, in the
classroom when they marvel at newly made connections, or at
lunchtime when they are humming with conversation. These
moments help remind me of the beauty of their optimism and
potential.

Secret Santa Shop Opens

To help our students reach their potential, our teachers read
about a topic each summer that becomes an initiative for the
following school year. This past summer, our teachers read
Embedded Formative Assessment by Dylan Wiliams. Formative
assessment is about teachers collecting evidence of students’
mastery of concepts and using the collected information to drive
instruction, modify teaching, and assign appropriate learning
activities. Best practices encourage the use of formative assessment
and our teachers are continually using this type of evaluation. Here
are just a few of the types embedded in our classrooms: traffic lights,
think-pair-share, exit slips, practice problems, learning logs, ABCD
cards, mini white boards, two stars and a wish.

The Secret Santa Shop
will take place on
Wednesday December 6
and Thursday December
7. Students will be given
the opportunity during the
school day to purchase presents for loved
ones. Prices range from $1 - $5.
Volunteers are needed to help the shop run
smoothly. If you are available to wrap
presents or assist younger students with
their purchases please contact Carolyn
Almonte carolyna1972@yahoo.com
Available shifts are 9-12 and 1-3 on both
Wednesday and Thursday.

In our classrooms, students’ are actively involved and their
engagement drives their learning. Our teachers work hard to ensure
all students remain engaged in learning.
Yours in Christ,
Mrs. Maloney

Making of a Mitten Tree
Grades Pre-K through Kindergarten are
collecting new mittens, gloves, and hats for
those who may need them this winter. Our
collection will run from Dec. 1
– 20. Our students will
decorate our Christmas Tree
with your donations. All
donations will be given to
the East Bay Food
Pantry & Gift Shop.
Thank you for your

Upcoming PTG Events
Family Fun Nights
Jan. 12: Game Night, Hosted by Gr. 2
Feb. 9: Valentine’s Family Dance,
hosted by Gr. 3.
April 13: Candy Bingo, hosted by K.
May 18: Science Night, hosted by Gr. 1

Fundraisers
Jan. 26: Cash Bingo (21+)
April 6: Comedy Night

Grade 1

Pre-K 3
During the month of November PreK3 students have been busy
making several projects. We made a big handprint card for the
Veterans at the Veteran's Home. We thanked our soldiers for
keeping our country safe. We have been learning about the very
first Thanksgiving with the Pilgrims and the Native Americans. We
made Turkey headbands that we wore for our Thanksgiving feast
that we celebrated with our Pre K 4 friends and our family. We
had fun making our own butter. We had fun helping Mrs. Almedia
make our thankful Turkey bulletin board. If you come visit our
classroom you will be able to read all the things we are thankful
for. One thing we are truly thankful for are our Franklin Court
friends. We spent some time talking and singing to them, and we
can't wait until our next visit.

Pre-K 4
Pre-k four has been busy working on learning our letters and
letter sounds. We have started the next unit in our early literacy
program. The story used in this unit is “The Three Bears.” Some
of the concepts are small (little), medium, big (large), as well as
above and below. Pre-k 4 is also learning about the season of
autumn and all the changes that take place. We went on a “leaf
look” to find and collect different leaves and try to figure out what
type of tree the leaves came from. We found oak, maple, and
locust tree leaves. We have also begun to discuss the
preparations that animals make to get ready for winter. The class
learned about the great voyage taken by the Pilgrims and the
struggles they faced. We talked about the first Thanksgiving and
the feast between the Pilgrims and the Native Americans. Thank
you to all our families who helped out with our Halloween and
Thanksgiving celebrations. Our students of the week have been
Emma, Charlie and CJ.

Kindergarten
The kindergarten students were so excited to learn about the
Native Americans and the Pilgrims. They were surprised to learn
that Pilgrim children served their parents food first and then made
their plate! They were also surprised to learn that the children
didn't go to school but instead had chores to do. The children
made Indian corn finger painting and made thankful turkeys. The
children have finished up Theme 3 in reading and have been
discussing parts of the story such as the setting, who the
characters are and what the plot is! They have also met alpha
friends Benny Bear and Tiggy Tiger. They have learned new
popcorn words as well! In math, they have just finished learning
about numbers to 10 and ordinals first through tenth. The next
chapter focuses on numbers up to 31. In religion, the children
have been learning about their circle of grace and then learned
about the church year. They have just begun learning about
advent and preparing a place for Jesus in their hearts! They are
very excited for all of the fun and learning that December will
bring!

Our first graders have been so busy! In the last month we have
begun learning the writing process. First the word web, and then
the 'sloppy copy', and then we finish with our beautiful copy. We
have written to veterans at the Veteran's Home, about pilgrims
and the Mayflower, and to our principal. My favorite quote of the
month was, "This is so fun! We never did so much writing!"
In math, we are conquering Fact Families and subtraction to
twelve. In religion, we learned about saints and the liturgical year.
Our word of the month was 'innumerable'. We learned this about
the leaves on a tree and the saints in heaven. Ask your student to
tell you about that word!!
The students enjoyed preparing songs, poems, and a
special snack for our Harvest Celebration. Thank you for your
participation. With December upon us, there will be so much
learning and fun. We are blessed to be able to embrace fully the
true meaning of Christmas and I enjoy it as much as the students
do!

Grade 2
November was a whirlwind of a month in grade 2! We are busy
preparing to make our First Penance on December 5, so
November was spent learning all about God’s mercy, our free will
to make choices, and the process of reconciling with God. Please
pray for us as we make this sacrament next month! Math brought
a new unit on all kinds of graphs – bar graphs, line plots, Venn
diagrams, pie charts, and pictographs! We had lots of fun taking
surveys of our class and turning the surveys into graphs. In
reading, we read some amazing fall and Thanksgiving-themed
stories like The Ugly Pumpkin and ‘Twas the Night Before
Thanksgiving. In science, we finished up our unit on simple
machines and learned all about inclined planes, wedges, screws,
levers, wheels and axles, and pulleys. For some fun, we wrote
persuasive essays in the hopes of convincing our friends and
family to not eat turkeys for Thanksgiving! December will be a
beautiful month studying Advent, making our First Penance, and
reading and writing about the holidays. We are very thankful for
all of the blessings that OLMC has given to us!

Grade 3
November has been another busy month for third grade! On
November 8, we presented at community meeting, where we told
the school all about what we have been learning- in haiku form! In
math, students are becoming multiplication masters, and we are
singing, chanting, and rapping our way through our multiplication
tables. Students are becoming young economists in social studies
as we delve into goods, services, and characteristics of money.
Finally, in religion we learned about the birth of the Catholic
Church after the Ascension of Jesus into Heaven.

Grade 4
The fourth grade is continuing their community service project at
Franklin Court. We will be visiting on December 15. During the
visit they will sing Christmas Carols, distribute cards, and visit
with the residents. In addition, they are working hard in all
subjects. In religion, they are studying the commandments.
During the month of December we will also study the seasons of
Advent and Christmas.They are wrapping up American Stories in
reading. The next theme will be That’s Amazing. In that theme
they will read stories with fantastical elements. Division is the
focus in math. The students will learn estimation, long division,
divisibility, and problem solving. Pronouns are the concentration
in English. The students are learning about personal pronouns,
possessive pronouns, and first, second, and third person
pronouns. In social studies we are continuing to study the
southeast region of the United States. They will be learning about
the Cherokee people, Colonial Williamsburg, the Civil War, and

the Southeast today. Finally, in science they are continuing to
study ecology. The current focus is on learned and inherited
behaviors of plant and animals.
Italian: The students are starting to learn about -are verbs and
how to conjugate them for the different subject pronouns.

Grade 5
The 5th grade students read autobiographies and nonfiction
stories in reading. While reading, the students learned how to
identify the main idea and details. They also worked on
identifying the cause and effect when given different scenarios.
In math, the students worked with fractions. They learned how to
find the Greatest Common Factors and Least Common Multiples
of numbers, as well as compare and order fractions. In
vocabulary, the students worked hard with identifying the
synonyms and antonyms that go along with the vocabulary words.
They also used their vocabulary words to write short stories. In
religion, the students focused on the significance of the seven
GIfts of the Holy Spirit. In Social Studies, the students focused on
the First Thanksgiving and continued to learn about the Native
American tribes around the United States. They ended the month
with writing silly stories about having a turkey as a pet.
Italian: The students are working on a review of chapters 5-8.

Grade 6
Religion: The class continued its exploration of the beginning
books of the Old Testament. Students studied the Israelites
enslavement in Egypt. The class learned about the ten plagues
that God brought upon the people of Egypt and how instrumental
the prophet Moses was in the Israelites journey to freedom.
ELA: In Literature, the class read more selections from the
anthology focused on the attributes of a hero. Students enjoyed a
nonfiction article as well as a compare and contrast essay which
examined the choices and motives of celebrities and heroes. The
class found it interesting that heroes often become a form of
celebrity because of what they do. The class learned about Jane
Goodall, the scientist who became famous because of her ground
breaking gorilla research. In English, the class explored
expository essays and learned how to craft a powerful
introductory paragraph with a strong thesis statement
Math: The students will begin learning about integers. They will
learn how to add, subtract, multiply, and divide with them. Once
they have mastered the concept they will integrate integers in
solving one-step equations and order of operations.
Science: We are continuing with erosion and deposition.
Currently, we are working on water erosion. This allows us to see
how different water formations are formed through the process of
water wearing away and carrying sediment to another area.
History: We have been learning about Egypt. We are learning
how Egypt is similar to Mesopotamia as it successfully used a
water source to grow their civilization.
French: The students are continuing to learn new conversational
expressions in French, and they are using them to build on their
dialogues.

Grade 7
ELA: In Literature, students continued to explore the theme of
being able to rely on people at various times and stages of life.
The class read a short story told from a teenager’s point of view
titled, “The Good Samaritan.” As the title implies, the reader
learns that the protagonist does the right thing by helping
someone in need, simply because they are a person in need.
The class also read the classic poem, “The Highwayman,” and
listened to various renditions read aloud and sung as a lyrical
poem set to different types of music. In English, the class began
working on an expository essay and studied nouns.
Pre-Algebra: We are wrapping up solving inequalities and
moving forward to rational numbers. They will be adding,

subtracting, multiplying, and dividing. They will also be using
rational numbers to solve different types of equations.
Math: The students are moving toward adding, subtracting,
multiplying, and dividing with fractions. Once we review this, we
will incorporate them in equations.
Religion: We are on the topic of how scripture and traditions are
important to whom we are today.
Science: We are currently on the topic of algal blooms and fungi.
This topic allows students to see how a build-up of nutrients in a
pond causes an increase in algae. Eutrophication then leads to
an unsafe environment for many living organisms in the pond.
Civics: We have been learning about the constitution and why it
was so important. Along with this, students are now creating their
own constitutions for their own "countries" to share with the class.
French: The students are learning higher numbers in French, as
well as how to use them to say ages and years.

Grade 8
Religion: Students are working on the in-depth meaning behind
the 10 Commandments. As we move onto December we will
focus on Advent and the 2nd coming of Jesus. The students will
create an Advent calendar using lines from scripture.
ELA: In Literature and English, the class prepared for the high
school entrance exams. Practice tests including reading
comprehension of fiction and informative texts, main idea and
supporting details, cause and effect, compare and contrast,
vocabulary in context, composition, analogies, synonyms,
antonyms, and much grammar including punctuation,
capitalization, common and proper nouns, compound and
complex sentences, subject verb agreement, verb tenses, and of
course spelling. The class also read more selections from the
grade 8 anthology including President Lincoln’s, “The Gettysburg
Address.” Students began work on an expository writing.
History: Students are currently learning how inventions in the late
1800s helped make the economy better for people. We will be
moving onto learning about World War I. The students will learn
the causes and effects and how it affected the lives of Americans.
Pre-Algebra: We are wrapping up solving inequalities and
moving forward to rational numbers. They will be adding,
subtracting, multiplying, and dividing. They will also be using
rational numbers to solve different types of equations.
Algebra: Students are currently solving absolute value
inequalities and equations. We will be moving forward to solving
linear systems using 3 methods—graphing, substitution, and
elimination.
Latin: The students are continuing to build on their vocabularies,
and they are beginning to learn some verbs and how to decline
them.

Art
Preschool: Students have continued to make art from letters.
They have made “G” giraffe, “H” hippo, and “I” Ice Cream. They
also made a variety of Thanksgiving art projects from pilgrims,
turkeys to Thanksgiving banners.
K – Grade 2: Students have also been busy making
Thanksgiving projects. Some of the students made Indian corn
using buttons and foam leaves. The students also made turkeys
with personalities, which came in different shapes and sizes.
Some of the turkeys had sunglasses and some were dressed up
as princesses.
Grades 3 -5: Students focused on making Thanksgiving drawings
using references. The students had some helpful guides to draw
a variety of Thanksgiving themed objects. There were turkeys,
moccasins, children playing football, and the Mayflower, to name
a few. The goal was not to copy the references but to use them
as a guide to create an interesting composition. The kids did a
great job with this.
Middle School: Students have started creating caricatures of
themselves. The students learned the difference between

portraits and caricatures, a caricature being a portrait, which
exaggerates certain characteristics of a person creating a comic
effect. The drawings are a fun way for the students to create
images, which represent themselves.

Music
I hope everyone had a wonderful Thanksgiving with family,
friends and lots of good food! In the music class, we are down to
the wire for our Christmas concerts. We are working out all the
little kinks and adding the finishing touches. For grades 3 – 8, I
want to remind you that I designed a tee shirt for our Christmas
theme “Naughty or Nice.” Any student wishing to purchase a
concert tee shirt just needs to send in the order form with a
payment of $10.00 per/ tee shirt by Friday December 1. I
extended the deadline in hopes of giving everyone enough time to
get the form and payment in. I will be picking up all the forms and
payments on Friday December 1 at 12 pm and bringing them
directly to the shop who will be making the tee shirts. If you have
not received an order form online or from your child please pick
one up in the main office. The tee shirts are designed for the
upper grade chorus group but you certainly can order a tee shirt
for other family members or for Christmas gifts. All students in
grades 3 - 8 who study a musical instrument with a private
teacher and would like to perform a piece in the concert should
bring in their music of choice that is concert level prepared by
Monday December 4. They should be prepared to perform the
piece for me. The students and I all look forward to entertaining
you and presenting you with our gift of music.

T

otally
errific
eachers

Mrs. Forand, our first grade teacher, has been teaching at OLMC School for thirteen
years. Prior to teaching first grade, she taught in our preK-4 classroom. She earned her
degree in Early Childhood Education from the University of South Florida. Educating
young children has always been her career focus and she has been a member of the
National Association for the Education of Young Children for twenty-four years. Through
thirty years as a career military spouse she has had the opportunity to teach in a variety
of accredited preschools and elementary schools throughout the United States.

Mrs. Forand understands the unique nature of the first grade classroom where students are
expressing their curiosity of the world around them and solidifying their love of learning. Her instructional
techniques and practices support the development of emerging critical thinking and problem solving skills. She
values providing a faith-filled learning environment for young children and partnering with parents and
professional staff to ensure success for each of her students.
Mrs. Forand recently trained as an instructor of the Wilson Fundations Reading Program. This
is systematic, multisensory, and explicit instruction in critical foundational skills essential for comprehensive
reading, spelling, and handwriting. She is enjoying incorporating this knowledge into her first grade reading
program.
You will often see the light on in her classroom many hours after dismissal as she works to
prepare lessons and learning activities for each of her students and create a bright and engaging classroom.
When not teaching she enjoys reading, traveling, and many outdoor activities.
"Be kind whenever possible. It is always possible." - Dalai Lama

